Good afternoon. Thank you for being here today and for the opportunity to talk about
what I know we all love.
Basketball as a game is progressing every day.
The game and more so refereeing is completely different from 10 years ago. Presently,
top level refereeing is improving faster than the game itself and higher standards of
performance are expected every year. We can appreciate that and witness it in the
fantastic FIBA officials we have just in our own Province and with us here this weekend.
The present pace causes us to adopt a motto of “What was considered exceptionally
good yesterday is considered standard quality today and below average quality
tomorrow”.
The most important pre requisite is to have an open mind and a willingness to analyze
your strengths and weaknesses whilst being able to adopt new approaches and
practices.
(Reference: FIBA)
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In the book Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell talks about intentional practice and hard work.
He came up with 10,000 hours as the magic number to achieve greatness, mostly
phenom status. This is the level of mastery to be a world-class expert. If you think about
an average referee that works 150 games a year with actual working time, plus some pre
and post game discussion you are practicing for about 1 hr or only 150 hrs / year. It
would take 66 years to reach mastery. Therefore two things for most of us to consider:
most of us aren’t going to be an Outlier, but we really really want and need to be good.
So even cutting it down to 5000 hrs or in half is still too long at 33 years when just
focusing on court time. What this is telling you is that you need to increase your focus
and invest in knowledge through all the other methods listed here and more. If you
increase the time you invest in:
Reading the rule book and mechanics even twice / year you add 5 hrs lets say
Clinics and meetings add 10 hrs
Camps if you attend yearly could be as high as 15 hrs of actual instruction time
Exam work 1 hr
We’ve added 31 hrs, but we are still at 27 years to reach 5000 hours.
Where you can improve and pick up hours investing in your knowledge is through video
analysis, watching other referees, reading articles and talking with your peers and
mentors.
So where is this leading? You need to know your stuff and learn continuously. Even
spending small amounts of time learning, if you do it regularly, can help you develop
yourself professionally and personally, and give you the satisfaction of knowing that you
are keeping up.
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Sometimes there is a tendency to define basketball officiating as a very complex
combination of various skills. It is true it requires many abilities by the referee but the
bottom line is that all these skills aim to achieve one thing, being ready to referee the
play or handle situations that may arise during the game. All your training should focus
on game preparation to assist you to address various situations.
If we think about the rules, interpretations and mechanics. They are actually pretty
simple. One of the strategies that I have had is to make the simple – easy, so the difficult
can be simple.
If we can have confidence that we have invested in our knowledge of these 3 things
(rules/interpretations/mechanics) and we are an expert, then all the difficult areas, like
game control, coaches conflict, owning your success, positive mindset, teamwork etc.
can be focused on and the perhaps the difficult can be simple.
If we don’t work on this, we miss the fundamental POE from FIBA – Control of the game.
When we make mistakes, we make things more difficult, not simple and we invite in
criticism, we cause unnecessary interruptions or corrections and we lower the quality of
our decisions.
(Reference: FIBA)
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This bar chart illustrates where Alberta did poorly on the questions compared to the
national average.
Interestingly, all of the top 15 incorrectly answered questions were the same nationally
just the ordering or ranking was different.
The topic areas are listed on the side.
If you look at this list most of these situations happen probably in every game you work.
Probably less regularly occurring is basket interference and break away fouls, and less
frequent is a disqualifying foul.
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So where are the resources. Here is a list of some examples.
An investment in learning pays dividends for years.
Seminars and programs are a great option to immerse yourself. Web resources grow
exponentially every day. DIG in and challenge yourself.
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For the 2016-17 basketball season, CABO and Canada Basketball have again
identified three ‘Technical Points of Emphasis’ for officials, coaches, and players.
They are:

1.
2.
3.

ILLEGAL PHYSICAL CONTACT
COACH/OFFICIAL INTERACTION / Bench Decorum
TRAVELLING

But over top of all of this is Game Control. The stakeholders want the game
cleaned up, so this presentation aims to provide the detail, documentation and
attention necessary for coaches to coach, players to adjust and officials to
enforce.
The execution and enforcement of the rules and the attention to these Points of
Emphasis will become important on the court. Our aim is to deliver a consistent
message across the country and more importantly, ensure that we are calling the
game consistently with a focus on these Points of Emphasis.
(Reference: FIBA)
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FIBA has one golden rule when it comes to prioritizing for referee training “Game
Control”. That is ensuring a smooth running and dynamic game where players are
able to showcase their basketball skills. This is the image FIBA is looking for. The
two or three referees are the ones who are responsible for this game control.
You define what is allowed and what is not, nobody else.
It is important that you look and act like you are in charge. The core function of
refereeing is decision making. We need to feel comfortable making decisions
without hesitation in the process. Of course, the correctness of the decision can
be analyzed after the event, and so referees must demonstrate confidence and
trust or at the very least present it so that others can view them this way.
Your ability to sense what’s going on, on the court, is crucial to game control: are
tempers getting high, is the pace fast, is there too much contact occurring etc. A referee
with a good feel for the game in is in the best position to maintain game control.
(Reference: FIBA)
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It is good to define and remember that game control is different to game
management. Ultimately it is the referees that are in charge of the game. A
referee is said to be in control of a game when the game is operating smoothly
under the rules as intended and as well as the rules of sportsmanship being
rigidly but fairly enforced. This is different than game management, which is for
example: following appropriate procedures in case of injury, dealings with table
officials and clock issues, facilitating efficient flow of the game by interrupting
only when necessary, capably administer dead ball periods and promptly
resuming play. Those are game management issues and lets not misunderstand,
you need to do those things and do them well.
Game control however includes properly administering bench decorum issues,
illegal and rough play and situations off the court affecting the game, the official
takes appropriate steps to diffuse potential conflicts, handles conflicts calmly,
and administers appropriate penalties efficiently.
So:
Establish the criteria early (first call).
Maintain the criteria (last call).
Call the obvious
Be fair but be firm!
Do not compromise!
Do not miss the big ones.
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As officials we need to uphold the integrity of the game.
We are being asked to be more consistent with illegal contact and put efforts towards
improving the game at all levels.
That’s our goal.
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You need to know Article 47.3 to have an understanding on judging physical contact.
After fully understanding Article 47.3 and how to apply it appropriately, officials can then
judge contact consistently, and the key point here is consistency. It is crucial that we get
to consistency not just in our game with our partner today, but in the city, in the
Province, across the county.
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Then we need to know what is a Personal Foul?
Article 34.1.1 –
A player shall not hold, block, push, charge, trip or impede the progress of
an opponent by extending his hand, arm, elbow, shoulder, hip, leg, knee or foot, nor by
bending his body into an 'abnormal' position (outside his cylinder), nor shall he indulge
in any rough or violent play.
Therefore…
ARTICLE 47.3 + 34.1.1 = ILLEGAL PHYSICAL CONTACT
One of the concepts you should understand is FIBA is having less emphasis on
advantage/disadvantage; to more emphasis on contact is either legal or illegal.
What is legal guarding position: a player is entitled to any position on the court not yet
occupied by an opponent. Once a player has established a position, it is illegal for an
opponent to dislodge or displace that player from his position. Additionally that player
can not extend his arms or legs to prevent his opponent from moving to a new position.
- A couple of examples you can see in these photos of the player using the hand/arm to
push off to create more space for himself – illegal.
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Post play should be viewed and anticipated as a physical (but not rough) match-up
between two opponents, especially the big players.
A player may place a forearm, within his cylinder, on the back of an opponent. However,
if hands, forearms, knees, or legs impede the movement of, or dislodges an opponent it
is illegal and a foul must be called.
At no time may a hand or both hands be placed upon an opponent, preventing freedom
of movement by the offensive player. This goes both ways actually, Offense and Defense.
An offensive player cannot dislodge a defensive player from a spot on the floor by
“bumping” or “backing down” toward the basket.
Don’t forget when controlling post play you also have to control “three seconds” too.
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There can be no “let them play” attitude when the contact is excessive or
rough.
Let’s go back to FIBA’s Golden Rule: Firm control.
You need to detect the players who are not playing basketball.
And you need to call what you see consistently, and not get worried about the penalty.
It’s in the rules, its actually very simple, judge the contact and deal with it.
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For the unsportsmanlike foul (U Foul) there are 4 instances to review:
No effort to play the ball, excessive contact, last 2 minutes and fast break.
To start, in case of doubt, call a personal foul. Your partner(s) may assist you (up- or
downgrade).
In case of a double whistle - if any of your partner(s) call an U Foul change your signal to
an U Foul.
LAST 2 MINUTES
During the last 2 min. of the fourth period and during the last 2 min. of each extra
period, when the ball is out-of-bounds for a throw-in and still in the hands of the official
or already at the disposal of the player taking the throw-in, if at this moment a defensive
player causes contact with a player of the offensive team and a foul is called, it is an U
Foul.
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Don’t let these actions surprise you.
Do not compromise!
Do not miss the big ones.
All of us need to be ready to intervene.
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Take a second to analyze the whole play. Your partner(s) may assist you (up- or
downgrade).
No emotion, it’s a call like every other call.
What you need to remember is that this is an attempt to stop the fast break, therefore
once a player is in the act of shooting contact (unless excessive or no effort to play the
ball) should be judged just like every other shooting foul so far during the game.
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Use of Hands: Be Firm, Be early, be ready, use your voice “no hands”.
So what is use of the hands? It is hand checking, illegal use of the hands, or an extended
arm that occurs when the defensive player is in a guarding position and his hand or
hands or arm is placed upon and remains in contact with an opponent with or without
the ball, to impede his progress.
Key words, hand/hands or arm, remains in contact and impedes progress.
At no time can a hand or even both hands of a player be placed on the opponent to
prevent them from having free movement on the court. A defensive player may not
place his arm or forearm on the opponent and push or hold him and under no
circumstances may a defensive player place two hands on the opponent. If so a foul
should be called.
Extended hand: as defense is played with the feet, there is no legal reason whatsoever
for the defensive player when facing his opponent to place his hand on him. An
extended hand cannot be used to prevent free movement of an opponent. If so a foul
should be called.
A defensive player may momentarily touch an opponent as long as it does not affect the
opponents movement (speed, quickness, balance, rhythm).
An offensive player has the same rules as defensive player.
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Across the country we do not do a good job of this. We must focus on these difficult
plays and make them a consistent part of our game.
In this situation the defender has not moved their feet so they use the forearm which is
outside of their cylinder to push, hold or bump the cutter – Illegal.
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Here is another one we don’t do a good job on consistently, and it happens so much in
any game. Watch for the defender putting their inside forearm on the dribbler, riding the
dribbler off their path – Illegal.
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All of these are – Illegal.
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Focus on the last point the Goal.
Ask yourself, is what I am about to do or say going to improve the game or situation? If
the answer is NO, don’t do or say it.
It’s as simple as that.
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Be approachable, maybe just a nod or “ok coach, I heard you”.
But don’t let a coach question your integrity or attempt to embarrass you as a crew.
Sarcastic, calculated comments must be addressed and stopped.
Let’s take a minute on this slide and talk about coach interaction:
When the communication occurs…….
Communication should not occur when the clock is running.
During timeouts, quarter and half time intervals; wait until the end of the time out or
interval.
The coach is in the team bench area.
Extenuating situation arises and you need to diffuse it.
How the communication occurs……..
Communication should be done respectfully and sincerely.
A coach may ask a question that will assist in coaching the team. You should answer it.
Rhetorical questions are not considered questions and shouldn’t be answered.
Questions that are really statements are not considered appropriate.
NO LONG DISTANCE CALLS!! No yelling / talking loud across the court.
During free throws, the coach can talk to an official, but the official shall not approach
the coach or engage in conversation.
There should be no expectation on the coaches’ part for the official to turn his/her
attention to the coach.
Excessive arm / hand gestures or body language from you will only discourage effective
communication.
The frequency and length of the communication…….
Coaches should strive for quality not quantity when communicating with officials.
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The game should not be delayed.
A constant barrage of commentary is not communication!
A warning to the coach who persists in this regard may be necessary.
The reason (why) for the communication…….
Communication should be for clarification so that the coach can help his/her team
improve or maximize their performance.
Communication should not be used to try to gain an edge on the opponent or influence
the official in future calls.
Communication should deal with the present not the past or the future.
Statements are not appropriate communication, especially when they begin with the
word; “You must…”
What’s over the line?
Coaches can and should receive technical fouls when:
Swearing.
Making a comment which attacks the integrity of the official(s).
Using consistent negativity.
Gesturing to influence the crowd or to express displeasure.
Throwing object or holding the ball to make a point.
Making it personal “You”.
So, be approachable, try to build that relationship, but know the limits.
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Here’s a short list to help you think about what you are doing in difficult situations.
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Basketball is played with the feet first. We must all understand the importance of the
Feet…
All players, must learn to move their feet with precision.
On offence
To get open
To attack the basket to score
And On defense: to keep their body in the proper position to:
defend the basket
defend the ball
deny an offensive player a spot on the floor
deny an offensive player from receiving the ball.
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What is travel?
Travel: When a player with the ball lifts or moves his pivot foot from its spot on the floor
before releasing the ball from his hands for a dribble, or takes too many steps after
picking up the ball when stopping, passing or shooting. It is not possible to travel while
dribbling the ball. During a dribble there is no limit to the number of steps a player may
take when the ball is not in contact with his hands. A player cannot stop the dribble and
dribble the ball again. I think that was in our Rule House last week. Did anyone here
answer the mailchimp quiz?
Having stopped a dribble the player is allowed to take 2 steps to either attempt a shot or
pass.
Calling travel is tough. Let’s make it simple. Focus on a few key points to help you get
better at calling it.
1. Ensure you see the whole action
2. You must see the player catch the ball, the position of their feet at that moment,
identify the pivot foot immediately, in every play
3. And then determine in your mind what can they do
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Here is where we can concentrate on the importance of the feet. If the pivot foot
movement is illegal, the officials are expected to call the travelling
violation.
Straight drive
When doing a straight drive on the jab foot side, the player takes a long first step and
the back pivot rises before the ball leaves the hand. (remember the rule, ball must leave
the hands before the pivot foot lifts off the floor).
Cross over step:
The player lifts the pivot foot or does a little split foot hop before starting the dribble.
Changing pivot foot - Where do we see this?
A player establishes a dominate pivot foot to square to the basket. The player now steps
using the pivot foot to start his/her dribble. Or the post player receives the ball and does
a back or drop pivot. This is immediately followed by a crossover step by lifting the pivot
foot.
Hopping in the post:
When the offensive post player is being defended with a strong arm bar, the player often
takes a double hop to initiate his/her dribble.
Stepping before dribbling in the post
When a post player receives the ball in a upright position, very often he/she will take a
step before putting the ball on the floor when dribbling.
Taking too many steps with the ball after catching the ball:
When receiving the ball in transition, the player catches the ball with the left foot (for
example), steps to the right foot and does not put the ball down until the left foot
touches the floor a second time.
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The FIBA Mechanics Manual is a manual that gives you the method to facilitate
the task of officiating on the court and it is provided to add uniformity and
consistency.
The target from FIBA is to know how to make the call and being able to
immediately communicate the decision verbally and with standard hand signals.
Sometimes we underestimate the value of simple basic techniques in creating
the solid foundations of successful basketball officiating.
Referees should use only the official signals defined in the FIBA RULES and Mechanics
manual. It is a professional sign and attitude to use only the official signals.
Personal habits and preferences only demonstrate a lack of understanding and
professional attitude, and lack of respect to FIBA and fellow officials.
When communicating decisions with signals it is good to remember that the use of
signals creates a strong perception among the people who are watching us. It is one
piece in the overall package of providing a trusted and accepted refereeing image. Often
we think that there is no need to practice the official signals at all, but it is highly
necessary.
(Reference: FIBA)
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What is faking?
Any fake, pretend or exaggerated action by a player with / without the ball i.e. falling
backwards, falling down, throwing the head, etc. simulating contact by an opponent in
an unnatural manner without actually being touched, or being contacted in only a
marginal way.
Some players try to trick the referees, faking contact caused by an opponent, or
maximizing incidental contact.
Some defensive players without a Legal Guarding Position (LGP), try to cause contact
onto the torso and fall backwards faking an offensive foul.
If there is incidental contact with an opponent as a consequence of a regular play, and it
does not produce any alteration in the rhythm of the play, no call.
Flops exaggerating illegal contact, call faking foul on a flopper.
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Following the sounding of the whistle to begin a time-out request, the official
with the ball shall place the ball on the floor at the nearest spot to where the ball
will be located when the ball will be returned to play. For example: If there are to
be free throws after the time out , then the ball will be placed on the center of
the free throw line .
You can keep the ball away from team members and spectators if an issue. If
not an issue the ball should be placed out of bounds at the point where the ball
is to be put in play after the time out.
The officials positioning during the timeouts:
Referees have three standard positions during the timeouts (always on the opposite
side). They can select any of the three positions they feel are the most appropriate
(Note: leave the ball on the court where the game will be resumed).
Having the R administer the throw in on this slide is for illustration purposes only. That
said, the play resumes with the administering official going to the throw in spot and
both non administering official going to the team benches in accordance to where those
officials are supposed to be in 3PO, and in 2PO both officials go to the team benches to
get the teams out of the huddle and then to their respective positions on the court.
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Point here is clock operators are stopping the game clock too soon. You must be aware.
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No charge semi circle:
Contact caused by an offensive player with a defensive player inside the no charge semi
circle shall not be called an offensive foul, unless the offensive player illegally uses his
hands, arms, legs or body when
- The offensive player is in control of the ball whilst airborne, and
- He attempts a shot or passes off.
Remember the line is part of the no charge circle area and the defender must have both
feet outside to take a charge.
Timeouts: remember only allowed 2 time-outs in last 2 mins and no carryover to OT.
Only 1 timeout in OT.
14 second reset of shot clock:
There may be courts where the shot clock reset rule can’t be used because of technical
difficulties. Also ASAA does not use this rule and you will need to manage local league
modifications with your local associations.
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Designate the throw in spot
Ensure the thrower in is in the right spot
Blow the whistle before placing the ball at the player’s disposal
Bounce or hand the ball to the player for the throw in

Trail mirrors the time in signal from lead.
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In 3 person it is up to the official whether they want to bounce to the player. Two
person - handle.
Same warning whistle and trail mirrors the time in signal from lead.
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Please send your questions to aboa.provint@gmail.com.
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